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“Lichtenberg sprach am letzten Morgen seines Lebens
irre und sprach viel von den Dämpfen, von den
Sternschnuppen und Gotha, von der Bestimmung der Dekli-
nation der Magnetnadel...”  Benzenberg to Brandes [1]

The lasts words of G.C. Lichtenberg (1749–1799)
has come down to us by a letter from Benzenberg to
Brandes, from one pupil to another, and telling us
from the scientific projects Lichtenberg managed in
his last years: inter alia about meteors (“Sternschnup-
pen”) and about the first scientific congress (“Gotha”)
in which small planetary bodies were one of the top-
ics. J. F. Benzenberg (1777–1846) as well as H. W.
Brandes (1777–1834) were strongly involved in both
of Lichtenbergs projects.
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Fig. 1a. The baseline at Benzenbergs and Brandes’ first
three observation days was between Ellershausen (A) and
Clausberg (B) about 8791m distance. Afterwards it was
prolonged to Sesebühl near Dransfeld (“C” outside map) up
to 15615 m. B: sketch of meteor No 34 from 14 October
1798.

The role of Lichtenberg in the development of
meteoritics is ambivalent. In one part he supported E.
F. F. Chladni (1756–1827) in other part he rejected
Chladni’s theory till 1796. In this year there was a

change of mind, and the tried to solve the riddle. The
meteor height determination project was one of his
attempts [2].

In the late summer of 1798 he initiated two of his
students, Benzenberg and Brandes, to determine the
absolute height of meteors and their speed and their
trajectory. It was the first attempt since 1623 [3] to
determine the meteor height exactly. Their first
working hypotheses was a meteor height of about 1
German Mile (7,4 km) which would fit to an atmos-
pheric origin of meteors. So they chose a baseline of
8791 m from Lichtenberg’s garden cottage at Eller-
shausen near Göttingen to Clausberg a small village
north of Göttingen (Fig.1a). Equipped with an exact
timer from Lichtenberg, a star map and a lantern,
Benzenberg at Clausberg and Brandes at Ellershausen
tried to observe meteors at the same time and to de-
termine their exact position (Fig 1b). During six ob-
servation days from September till November 1798
they observed 204 meteors from which were only 22
simultaneous. After the first three observation days
they recognized by preliminary calculations that the
meteors were higher than the estimated 1 mile in their
working hypotheses. So they enlarged their baseline
up to 15 615 m. The final calculations showed that the
highest point of an observed meteor was up to 23
German miles (170,2 km) the deepest point of an visi-
ble meteors was 3,5 German miles (25,9km). The cal-
culated speed of the observed meteors was between 4–
6 miles per second (29–44 km/s). This results showed
unambiguous that meteors were phenomena outside
the (in this time known limits) of the upper atmos-
phere.

First publications started in 1800 [4] and triggered
a discussion. The reception of Benzenbergs and Bran-
des’ work was in general good, but the results were
interpreted in different ways. To conclude with the
words of an unknown reviewer:

“Die ganze Arbeit über einen bisher noch gar nicht un-
tersuchten Gegenstand zeigt, was blosser Eifer für die Wis-
senschaft leistet, und beschämt den besoldeten Müssig-
gänger” [5].
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